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The largest and fastest displacement in Europe since WWII

Number of recorded forced migrants from Ukraine in OECD countries, absolute numbers and per thousand of total population, April 2024
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Most arrivals occurred in 2022, but there are still new registrations
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Voices in Europe: 
Experiences, hopes, and aspirations of forcibly 
displaced persons from Ukraine

Overview of key findings



EUAA-OECD Survey of Arriving Migrants from Ukraine (SAM-UKR)

• The SAM-UKR survey was launched by the EUAA in partnership with the 
OECD on 11 April 2022 to collect data directly from displaced people fleeing 
the war in Ukraine into the EU, on their journey, vulnerability, needs, future 
aspirations, registration process, family situation and current situation.

– Available at https://tellusyourstorysurvey.eu/

• Alongside quantitative survey data, first-hand testimonies of forcibly 
displaced persons from Ukraine are collected: 

– April 2022 – August 2023: Close to 1600 testimonies 

• The updated version is currently live.



Main characteristics of SAM-UKR respondents



Macro-regions of origin and reasons for leaving





Current location 



Needs in host countries 



Main accommodation types and income sources





Main reasons for planning to return Main reasons for not planning to return

Return intentions 





LOOKING AHEAD



• Overall, OECD countries managed the early phase of the crisis well, reacting quickly 
and decisively, but key stakeholders are now unsure about the next steps.

• Mixed feelings – by host countries, Ukraine and forced migrants alike – about 
integration as well as legal status following the end of the TPD. 

– Existing migration measures generally seek to promote long-term settlement of new arrivals with 
limited support available for temporary arrivals.

– Yet in the case of Ukrainians, many are expected to wish to go home once the situation in Ukraine 
permits. Nonetheless, prolonged displacement is leading to a decline in intentions to return.

– There is, however, general agreement that the return and reintegration of Ukrainian nationals is 
vital for the recovery of Ukraine. 

– Ultimately, the decision to return lies with individuals and their families.

There is a need to plan for longer-term displacement



Dual intent integration prepares for both indefinite stay and return

How can host countries and Ukraine implement dual intent:

Invest in human capital 
development

Streamline mutual  
recognition of skills and 

qualifications

Ensure remigration 
and mobility 

pathways

Offer Ukrainian 
language training in 

host countries

Facilitate financial 
and digital ties to 

Ukraine

In the framework of dual intent integration, integration measures and activities prioritise 
improving forced migrants’ socio-economic opportunities regardless of their future location, while 

deliberatively looking to minimise possible return barriers in both host and origin countries.

Source: Working towards dual intent integration of Ukrainian refugees, OECD



Find out more:

OECD’s work on migration:
https://www.oecd.org/migration/

OECD’s work on Ukraine: 
https://www.oecd.org/ukraine-hub/

Feel free to contact me at Ave.LAUREN@oecd.org

https://www.oecd.org/ukraine-hub/en/
https://www.oecd.org/migration/
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